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Welcome
WELCOME TO THE CHAKRA IMMERSION
 
The Chakra system is the seven-levelled philosophical model of the universe – it
receives assimilates and expresses our life force energy. The word Chakra
(pronounced chuk-ra) literally translates to spinning ‘wheel’ or ‘disc’ in ancient
Sanskrit and there are seven of these wheels within the body that are stacked in a
column of energy that begins at the base of the spine and ends at the top of the
head. 
 
Chakras are not physical, they are part of our subtle energy body – they each have a
location within the body, even though they do not physically exist. Each Chakra
contains principles and attributes that influence our body and mind, and each have
programming that influences our thoughts, behaviours and physical body.

By using breath, meditation, movement, self exploration and balancing practices, we
can connect with and shift the energies within these centres for improved health,
wellbeing and our overall lived experiences.  

Experience
An overview of each Chakra
A short breath and movement practice
(*first 5 Chakras only)
A short meditation practice
Journaling prompts
Balancing practices

L E A N N E  G R O T H E  ·  T H E  C O N N E C T E D  S P A C E  C O

You might like to spend an entire day connecting with one Chakra at a time, so that
you feel into and embody the practices and journaling as a way to understand
yourself at a deeper level.
 
This is a journey of self-exploration, so it’s important that you honour whatever comes
up for you and allow yourself to feel into whatever comes up.

https://www.instagram.com/theconnectedspace_co/
https://www.facebook.com/theconnectedspaceco
mailto:leanne@theconnectedspaceco.com.au
https://www.theconnectedspaceco.com.au/about


MULADHARA 
Mantra: Lam, I Am Here
Element: Earth
Colour: Red
Crystal: Smoky Quartz
Area: Survival

About

Do I feel grounded in my daily
life?
Am I fully connected to my
body?
Where in my life can I set
more boundaries?
How can I better support
myself?
What am I ready to let go of?
What are some of my
strengths?
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Chakra
Muladhara or Root/Base Chakra is the first of the seven
Chakras (or energy centres) of the body. It is located at the
base of the spine, centred in the perineum and travels
down the legs and into the feet.
 
This Chakra is responsible for our connection to our
physical identity and survival. To be balanced in this area
is to feel grounded, calm, centred, safe, secure, prosperous
and connected to the physical body – allowing us to move
away from states of fear. It’s the foundational base for all
of the other Chakras.

Imbalances: Heaviness, sluggish, monotony, materialism,
fearful, feeling flighty, unstable, unfocused, unable to find
life's path, restless.    

Journaling
Step outside, connect with
mother earth by putting your
bare feet on the ground
Take your time to slowly eat a
really nourishing meal
Showing gratitude to your
body (massage, self-care,
physical activity etc)

Balancing

You are invited to embody this Chakra by
coming back to your physical body and

connecting to the earth.

Access Movement & 
Breath Practice

Access Meditation 
Practice

I feel comfortable in my body
I am grounded and centred
I deserve success and
financial stability
It is safe for me to trust
I am capable and strong

Affirmations
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SWADHISTHANA
Mantra: Vam, I Feel
Elements: Water
Colour: Orange
Crystal: Carnelian
Area: Sexuality, Emotions

About
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Chakra
Swadhisthana or Sacral Chakra is the second of the seven
Chakras (or energy centres) of the body. It is located at the
sacral spine and abdomen, and includes the sex organs,
womb, lower backs and pelvis.
 
This Chakra is responsible for our emotions and sexuality.
To be balanced in this area is to feel fluidity, pleasure,
healthy sexuality and feeling our emotions – allowing us
to move away from states of guilt. It is the emotional and
creative centre of the body.

Imbalances: Overly emotional or emotionally numb, poor
boundaries, impotence or sexual disfunction, rigid, fearful
of pleasure, stiff lower back, trapped in addiction.  

You are invited to embody this Chakra by
connecting to water, fluidity of movement and
breath, and letting your emotions flow through

you freely.

Access Movement & 
Breath Practice

Access Meditation 
Practice

How is my relationship with
my emotions?
What emotion has been most
predominant this week?
In what ways can I express
more of my creativity?
How can I create a routine of
self-care and self-pleasure?
How can I bring more
sweetness into my life?

Journaling
Connect with water by
swimming or taking a bath
Get creative with writing,
painting, cooking
Practices that invite
sensuality or pleasure, or
fluidity of movement

Balancing
I freely express and feel my
emotions
I am creative and passionate
It is safe for me to express my
sexuality
I deserve to feel pleasure
I am worthy of joy
I love myself
I embrace pleasure and
abundance

Affirmations
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MANIPURA
Mantra: Ram, I Do
Elements: Fire
Colour: Yellow
Crystal: Citrine
Area: Power, Will

About
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Chakra
Manipura Chakra (also known as the Solar Plexus or naval
centre) is the third of the seven Chakras (or energy
centres) of the body. It is located at the naval / belly
button centre and includes the stomach and digestive
tract.
 
This Chakra is responsible for our connection to our power
and will. To be balanced in this area is to feel vitality,
spontaneity, strength of will, purpose and self-esteem –
allowing us to move away from states of shame. This
centre houses the fire within us and is our ability to tune
into our own inner power and radiance.

Imbalances: Dominating, controlling, aggressive,
scattered, weak will, poor self-esteem, passive, sluggish,
lack of confident / inner power, digestive issues.

You are invited to embody this Chakra by taking
action, moving out of states of inertia, and

expressing your will through power and
strength.

Access Movement & 
Breath Practice

Access Meditation 
Practice

When do I struggle to state
my boundaries?
Where do I feel powerless in
my life?
How can I empower myself to
feel confident?
Do I feel like I am actively
directing my life?
What are my big goals in life?
Am I working toward them?

Journaling
Physical activity that activates
some heat – like going for a
run or exercising
Make a plan and execute it
Build a camp fire

Balancing
I accept myself
unconditionally
I am proud of myself
I am confident in all that I do
I act with courage and
strength
I honor my needs and
boundaries
I trust the choices I make are
for my highest good

Affirmations
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ANAHATA
Mantra: Yam, I Love
Elements: Air
Colour: Green
Crystal: Rose Quartz
Area: Love, Relationships

About
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Chakra
Anahata or Heart Chakra is the forth of the seven Chakras
(or energy centres) of the body. It is located at the centre
of the chest, and travels through the shoulders, down the
arms and into the hands, and also includes the heart and
lungs.
 
This Chakra is responsible for unconditional pure love and
relationships, affection, compassion and empathy –
allowing us to move away from states of grief. This centre
is soft in it's expression and is closely connected to the
breath.

Imbalances: Codependency, poor boundaries, possessive,
jealous, shy, lonely, isolated, lack of empathy, bitter,
critical, deep grief, feelings of rejection, unworthiness, lack
of self-love. 

You are invited to embody this Chakra through
balance, compassion, self-acceptance, love and

seeking to nurture good relationships with
yourself and others.

Access Movement & 
Breath Practice

Access Meditation 
Practice

What am I grateful for?
Do I find it easier to give or
receive?
What is my relationship with
empathy like?
In what ways could I show
myself and others more love?
In what ways do I reject myself
and others?

Journaling
Breath practices, allowing the
breath to flow into your heart
dissolving grief
Hugging people
Using your hands to heal
Offering up unconditional
love and being open to
receiving it
Write a love letter to yourself

Balancing
I am deserving of love
I accept myself fully
I am open to love
It is safe for me to give and
receive love
Love surrounds me
I live my life in alignment with
my heart

Affirmations
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VISHUDDHA
Mantra: Ham, I Speak
Elements: Ether
Colour: Blue
Crystal: Aquamarine
Area: Communication

About
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Chakra
Vissudha or Throat Chakra is the fifth of the seven
Chakras (or energy centres) of the body. It is located in the
centre of the throat and includes the neck, shoulders,
mouth, ears and nose.
 
This Chakra is responsible for our communication and
self-expression. To be balanced in this area is to have clear
communication, creativity and resonance – allowing us to
move away from states of lying. It is our centre for
speaking and being heard.

Imbalances: Excessive talking, inability to listen,
stuttering, sinus constrictions, inability to speak or express
yourself.

You are invited to embody this Chakra by
speaking and expressing your truth, listening to
others and allowing your ideas to manifest into

the spoken word.

Access Movement & 
Breath Practice

Access Meditation 
Practice

What am I holding back from
saying?
How do I hold myself back
from my fullest expression?
How do I communicate in
conflict?
When do I hesitate to use my
voice?
Where do I want to be more
authentic in my life?
Where do I feel most creative?

Journaling
Singing loudly to your
favourite songs 
Drinking warm fluids and
feeling the sensation of it
through your throat
Practice listen to yourself and
others
Express yourself creatively

Balancing
I speak my truth beautifully
I am in alignment with my
truth
I honor my needs
I express myself freely
I am honest
I listen to others

Affirmations
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AJNA
Mantra: Om, I See
Elements: Light
Colour: Indigo
Crystal: Kyanite
Area: Intuition, imagination

About
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Chakra
Ajna or Third Eye Chakra (pronounced Ug-ya) is the sixth
of the seven Chakras (or energy centres) of the body. It is
located at the eyebrow centre, in the centre of the head
and includes the eyes.
 
This Chakra is responsible for our intuition and
imagination. To be balanced in this area is to connect with
your psychic perception, imagination and seeing clearly –
allowing us to move away from states of illusion.

Imbalances: Headaches, nightmares, hallucinations,
delusions, difficulty concentrating, poor memory, poor
vision, unimaginative, denial.

You are invited to embody this Chakra by seeing
beyond the 'physical' world and connecting to

your own internal capacity to imagine and
dream.

Access Meditation 
Practice

If I was to dream of the life
that I desire, what does that
look like?
When have I felt myself listen
to my intuition?
Where in my life may I be
afraid to see the truth?
Do I trust my own intuition?
Do I feel balanced between
optimism and reality?

Journaling
Take a break from your phone
and social media
Dream of your deepest
desires in great detail
See the beauty in everything
around you
Read books that inspire you

Balancing
I am intuitive
I see myself clearly and can
trust myself
It is safe for me to see the
truth
I am able to visualise and
dream of the life I desire

Affirmations
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SAHASRARA
Mantra: Om or silence, I Know
Elements: Thought
Colour: Purple
Crystal: Clear Quartz
Area: Awareness

About
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Chakra
Sahasrara or Crown Chakra is the last of the seven
Chakras (or energy centres) of the body. It is located at the
top of the head and includes the crown, the mind and the
brain.
 
This Chakra is responsible for our wisdom, knowledge,
consciousness and spiritual connection – allowing us to
move away from states of attachment. It is a state of
awareness where we are able to manifest thoughts into
the physical world - it is the seat of the soul and connector
to the universe.

Imbalances: Overly intellectual, spiritual addiction,
confusion, dissociation, learning difficulties, spiritual
skepticism, limited beliefs, materialism, apathy.

You are invited to embody this Chakra by
connecting with your higher self, experience
yourself beyond words, and seeking out your

inner bliss and joy.

Access Yoga Nidra 
Meditation Practice

What is my soul's purpose?
How do I find more magic and
connection to bliss in my life?
Do I feel supported by a
higher power?
In what ways do I try to
control life?
How can I surrender to life?

Journaling
Meditation
Create rituals that connect
you to the feeling of bliss and
magic
Understanding your purpose
Appreciate the wonder of
yourself

Balancing
I am connected to infinite
wisdom
I am a vessel for universal love
I am protected, loved, and
valuable
My mind is open to divine
wisdom
I am in alignment with my
higher purpose

Affirmations
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Thank you
THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE CHARKA IMMERSION JOURNEY
 
Hopefully you have enjoyed finding a deeper connection to yourself through the
Charkas, and perhaps even discovered some (or many) new things about yourself.

As you were moving through each Chakra, you may have found yourself saying 'wow,
I really need to work on this one'. You may even have a sense of where you are feeling
blocked or strong. If so, you are already starting to do some of the work in just
becoming aware of this.

True awareness comes in pieces. It happens a little bit every day, and you have these
practices to come back to at any time. Each time we gain even the smallest insight,
we have an expansion of consciousness that we can apply whenever we need.

Please reach out to me with any comments, feedback or questions.

With love & light

Leanne

Intuitive Energy Coach
Reiki Practitioner

Yoga and Meditation Teacher
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